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Taking Tejas foorward
d
By: Ajai Shuklaa
The defence ministry
m
musst ensure th
hat HAL buiilds the airccraft at a raate of 12-16 fighters perr year to
traanslate it intto a real com
mbat asset
m
careers out of badOver the precedding decade, under-inforrmed defencce writers annd commentaators have made
moouthing Indiaa’s Tejas Lig
ght Combat Aircraft (L
LCA). The coommentary focused prim
marily on deevelopment
delays, criticissed the figh
hter’s perforrmance and sneered at the underfu
funded, undeer-staffed Aeronautical
A
ADA), a Defence
D
Ressearch & Developmen
D
nt Organisaation (DRDO
O) agency
Devvelopment Agency (A
respponsible forr the Tejas prrogramme. Regrettably,
R
the Indian Air
A Force (IA
AF) colludedd in undermiining ADA,
passsing on tidbbits to the media
m
in ordder to show the Tejas inn a poor lighht, apparentlly to clear the
t way for
impporting expeensive aircraaft. Thanks to
t this, mostt Indians cam
me to regardd the Tejas as a bywordd for delay,
incompetence and the un
ntrustworthinness of the DRDO. Most
M
Indianss concludedd that the purchase
p
of
exoorbitantly priiced foreign aircraft likee the French Rafale was unavoidable
u
e to keep Inddia safe.
Theese critics have
h
now do
one an aboutt-turn after Defence
D
Minnister Manoohar Parrikarr inducted thhe first two
prooduction verrsion Tejas Mark
M
I fighhters on Satuurday into thhe IAF’s firrst operationnal Tejas sqquadron (45
Squuadron). In January,
J
the Tejas madee its foreign debut, perfoorming well--received aeerobatics dispplays at the
Bahhrain Internaational Airsh
how. Air Chief Marshal Arup Raha, a steady hannd at the IAF
F’s tiller, has supported
the Tejas and committed
c
to
o ordering 1000 Tejas Maark 1A fighteers — similaar to the currrent version, except for
fouur specified improvemeents. Test pilots
p
involvved in the Tejas’ flighht-testing had
h
always praised its
perrformance annd reliability
y, but now there
t
is also praise from
m the IAF. Group
G
Captaiin Madhav Rangachari,
R
the 45 Squadroon chief who
o flew the Tejas on Satuurday, reporttedly observved afterwardds: “I felt likke being on
topp of the worrld when fly
ying the Tejjas fighter. It’s
I an exceellent aircrafft and a genneration aheaad of other
fighhters in the world.”
w
Thaat nobody haas contradictted Mr Ranggachari is a measure
m
of how
h
effusivee the media
hass suddenly become
b
in reeporting thiss story. It neeeds to be pointed
p
out that
t
the Tejas is not “a generation
aheead of otherr fighters”; it
i is a conteemporary figghter, with several
s
featuures that maatch the “beest-inclass”,
while others stiill require im
mprovement. Even so, thhe most astoounding achiievement of the Tejas prroject is the
devvelopment of a fourth-geeneration figghter and a respectable
r
a
aerospace
deevelopment, production and testing
ecoosystem in India
I
for thee pittance of
o ~14,047 crore,
c
just over
o
$2 billiion. This waas done in the face of
inteensified inteernational technology saanctions sincce the 1998 nuclear testts and, as diiscussed aboove, amidst
media and IAF hostility.
Thee operationaalisation of the
t Tejas hass not taken “over
“
three decades” as critics dishhonestly mainntain. They
incorrectly citee August 22, 1983 as thee start of the Tejas projeect, when thee governmennt allocated ~ 560 crore
for “feasibilityy studies and
d project definition”. Inn fact, it toook another decade,
d
untill April 19933, when the
deffence ministrry sanctioneed the “Full Scale Enginneering Devvelopment” (FSED)
(
of thhe Tejas, annd provided
funnds to build two
t fighters as “technoloogy demonsttrators”.
Takking April 1993
1
as the start of thee Tejas devvelopment prrogramme, the timelinee suddenly looks
l
more
resppectable. It took
t
just eig
ght years for the Tejas’ first
fi flight in 2001; 20 yeears for initiaal operationaal clearance
in 2013,
2
and 233 years for final
f
operational clearannce and induuction into IA
AF service. The significcantly more

capable Tejas Mark IA is expected to be completed by 2018 to meet standards that four agencies – the
defence ministry, IAF, ADA, and Hindustan Aeronautics (HAL), which builds the fighter – have hammered
out between them, to make the Tejas clearly more capable than current enemy fighters. If that deadline is
met, the Tejas will have taken exactly a quarter century in development. That is a creditable record for
building a first fighter.
The improved Tejas Mark IA will have an AESA radar, which the DRDO-HAL combine proposes to build in
partnership with Israeli company Elbit. It will be capable of air-to-air refuelling to increase range and combat
endurance. It will also have a “self-protection jammer” (SPJ) mounted in an external pod to confuse enemy
radar. Finally, it will have an improved layout of internal systems to ease maintenance and allow rapid
“turnaround time”, ie the quickness with which the Tejas can leave on a fresh mission after returning from an
earlier one.
The IAF has already detailed the Tejas’ performance parameters, announcing: “The LCA has a very
competitive and contemporary operational envelope. It is capable of operations up to an altitude of 50,000
feet and a maximum speed of 1.6 Mach at [high] altitudes or 730 knots… at low levels. The aircraft [can turn
at] +8G to -2.5G (which allows it to U-turn in 350 metres) in operationally clean configuration… or +6G to 2.5G with other external stores.” This respectable performance envelope will be further enhanced when the
Tejas IA enters service. It is, therefore, incorrect to suggest, as some commentators and editorial writers have
done, that only the import of fighters like the Rafale would give the IAF an operational edge. Directing those
billions into the Tejas programme instead would be a more sensible course.
Even as the Tejas Mark IA is being developed, ADA is working on the Tejas Mark II. The key enhancement
in that will be the replacement of the current General Electric F-404 engine with the larger, more powerful
GE F-414 engine. The technological challenge – which is to re-engineer the Mark I fuselage to fit in the
bulkier F-414 – would be offset by the Mark II’s greater power. The re-engineering would also provide the
opportunity to replace the current generation of avionics with enhanced, new-generation avionics.
Realistically, the Mark II can be expected to enter service by 2023-24, until when HAL can build the 100
Mark IA fighters that the IAF has committed to buying.
Supporting ADA through this programme is essential. That agency is simultaneously working on an
Advanced Medium Combat Aircraft (AMCA), which will be a fifth-generation fighter with stealth features,
and incorporating an advanced engine that will allow it to supercruise (fly at supersonic speed without
lighting the fuel-guzzling afterburner). To enable and empower this project, it is essential to quickly conclude
the contract with Russia to co-develop the Fifth Generation Fighter Aircraft (FGFA) that has been mired in
negotiations for a decade. The FGFA experience would provide Indian aeronautical engineers the knowhow
and experience in working on fifth-generation technologies, which would be translated into the AMCA.
The area of concern, which the defence ministry needs to address on priority, is to ensure that HAL builds the
Tejas Mark I and Mark IA at a rate of 12-16 fighters per year. That would allow the IAF to conduct
operational planning, obtain buy-in from that service, and translate the Tejas from a debutante into a real
combat asset.
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Welcoome Teejas
The indiggenous aircrraft still hass a long wayy to go

Lasst week the IAF
I
formally
y inducted the indigenoussly developedd Tejas light combat aircrraft (LCA). This
T ‘event’
wass hailed by many
m
as a maajor milestonne and technnological leapp in India’s military
m
aviattion history. So far only
twoo of these airrcraft have beeen inductedd into the IAF
F’s first Tejaas squadron which
w
will bee stationed inn Bengaluru
for at least two years under the
t ‘care’ off Hindustan Aeronautics
A
L
Limited
beforre it is relocaated to an opeerational air
basse. The squaddron is expeccted to achievve its full com
mplement off 16 fighter versions
v
and two to four more
m
trainer
verrsions of thesse aircraft durring this two-year period..
t
much to celebrate? Fighter airrcraft are hiighly compleex and manooeuvrable exxtreme machhines which
Is there
opeerate in a higgh stress aviiation enviroonment that comprises shharp turns, high
h
acceleraation and thee danger of
graavity-inducedd loss of conssciousness foor pilots whoo are requiredd to operate sophisticatedd on board avionics
a
and
weaapon systemss. On the face of it, India has joined a select groupp of countriess that make fighter
f
aircrafft, yet that it
is still
s early dayys for the Tej
ejas which is not yet a ‘fiinished’ fightter. The mucch delayed LCA,
L
conceivved 33 years
agoo, was meantt to replace the
t antiquateed Soviet-origgin MiG-21ss which the IAF
I
continuees to operatee because of
inordinate delayys and slipp
pages in the developmennt of the Tejjas. Unfortunnately, the Tejas
T
Mk-I is
i a heavily
com
mpromised aircraft
a
with significant shortfalls inn operationaal performannce and capability due to over 50
conncessions andd waivers. Th
he present Mk-I
M version is yet to receeive its final operational clearance annd continues
to be
b import-deppendent for 65
6 per cent of its componnents ranging from radars and armameents to its enggine.
Thee Tejas thuss still has a long way to
t go providded there aree no furtherr delays in the
t developm
ment of the
subbsequent twoo versions — Mk-IA andd Mk-II — inn which the shortcominggs are expectted to be adddressed. The
nexxt challenge will
w be to deevelop Tejas into a fully mature and dependable
d
f
fighter.
The IAF’s
I
fighterr strength is
fastt depleting, and
a this is all the more reaason that we move beyonnd symbolism
m.
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Larrge num
mbers matterr
By: Ananntha Krishnaan M
The critics of hoome-grown Light Com
mbat Aircrafft (LCA) Teejas might be
b strugglingg to chart a new flight
path
h for their future asssault. With the euphooria over the inductioon of the first
f
Tejas Squadron
conttinuing, som
me of the fiieriest criticcs have alreeady switch
hed sides. After
A
all, su
uccess breed
ds success.
t Indian Air
A Force (IA
AF) finally innducted two
Afterr waiting in the wing forr over 15 yeaars since its first flight, the
Tejas fighters onn July 1, signalling thee beginning of a new era in countrry’s militaryy aviation. The
T No. 45
Squaadron of thee IAF (Flyin
ng Daggers) would be based
b
in Benngaluru for the
t next twoo years, finee-tuning all
aspects of flyingg, ground-han
ndling and reepair of a neew fighter pllane.
T
for neaarly a quarteer of centuryy as a defencce writer, it was
w a great moment
m
of pride
p
to see
Haviing chased Tejas
Grouup Captain Rangachari
R
taking
t
the biird for the first official sortie
s
in IAF
F colours. Thhe long waitt has finally
endeed and Tejass has flown into IAF haangars. The onus
o
now coompletely shhifts to Hinddustan Aeronautics Ltd
(HAL
L) to produuce it in large numberss and Aeronnautical Devvelopment Agency
A
(AD
DA) to fastenn the Final
Operrational Clearance (FOC
C) process. Those whoo saw ADA--HAL relationship from
m close quarrters would
agreee that both should now look at Tejjas through the eyes off IAF. This shift in focuus and thougght process
woulld propel thee project aheead.
For the
t project from
f
here on
n, it’s all about numberss. As per thee current plaan, the next 18 productiion variants
shouuld be delivered to IAF by
b 2018 to foorm the full squadron. Many
M
firmly believe thatt unless HAL
L gets more
firm orders, the private secctor wouldn’t join handds. The HAL says that by rampingg up its inffrastructure,
prodduction rate would
w
increaase and they would delivver 120 aircrraft by 2025.
But IAF’s
I
worriees are far fro
om over. Thhey do not want
w
to brandd Tejas Squaadron as a tw
wo-plane uniit. They are
keenn to have the follow-on planes
p
at thee earliest. Thhey want twoo more planees by Air Foorce Day celeebrations at
Hinddon this yearr. HAL sayss they have brought
b
dow
wn the equippping cycle from
f
32 monnths to eighht months, a
pointter to its com
mmitment to
o the nationall programmee.
Nextt six months are crucial for
f ADA as they preparee Tejas for a series of miissions to fuulfill the full operational
capaability (FOC
C) parameterrs. The pendding milestoones include: air-to-air refueling
r
caapability; inttegration of
GSH
H 23 mm guun, a tandem
m pylon to enhance
e
bom
mb carriage capability; integration
i
o BVRAAM
of
M (Beyond
Visuual Range Aiir to Air Misssile) and finnally expanssion of aircraft envelopee for higher Angles of Attack-cumA
imprroved manoeeuvring.
i in progresss at differennt stages to undertake
u
theese missionss, it’s not surre whether HAL-ADAH
Whille the work is
NFT
TC (Nationall Flight Testt Centre) com
mbine wouldd complete these
t
in six months. If not,
n the FOC
C would get
extennded by anoother three months.
m
How
wever, whilee the FOC may
m be in the early part of 2017, thhe structural
buildd standard off the aircraft
ft would be frozen
f
by ennd of this yeaar. This is crritical for HA
AL to plan the
t build of
the second
s
20 airrcraft.
n IAF after the
t first 20 is delivered in
i the Initial Operationall Clearance format.
f
But
The FOC-variannts would join
IAF would now test the abiliity of HAL-A
ADA to quicckly incorpoorate their feeedback on too new Tejas production
on moves to its permanennt base in Suulur by 20188, the IAF grround crew would
w
work
variaants. Before the Squadro
in cllose liaison with HAL fine-tuning their skills based on piilot feedbackk. Product support
s
becoomes a key
factoor for Tejas’ Squadron op
perations noow.

So what have we learnt from the Tejas story so far? The biggest one could be the self belief in developing a
whole range of enabling technologies for a fighter. We developed technologies that were denied. Lessons from
Sanctions came as a big boost to scientists and engineers, as they challenged themselves. It opened new
window of opportunities.
Locally developed technologies
The fly-by-wire flight Control Laws (CLAW) developed jointly by ADA and National Aerospace Laboratories
(NAL) for Tejas is an ideal example to cite. The Digital Flight Control Computer (DFCC) from Aeronautical
Development Establishment (ADE) is another critical system we developed. Hardware and software of the
complete avionics suite of Tejas was locally developed. Taking the challenges head on was the key.
There has been earlier a lament that the user changed the requirements thus delaying the programme.
However, as brought out by the current head of ADA, the aircraft is ‘future ready’ and changes in weapons
and sensors would be incorporated with minimal effort.
This is considered a big plus in the aircraft and systems capability. The IAF must now aggressively brand
Tejas at global platforms, like other Air Forces do. Similar to what India did at Bahrain this year, Tejas and its
capabilities should be showcased to the world more often, signalling our military might.
The private sector is waiting with eagerness to join the Tejas party, hoping to get a larger share of fighter
production. The Make in India mantra could spring the desired magic if the government comes out with an
out-of-the-box idea to enable HAL to deliver Tejas at faster rate.
The HAL will need industry best practices and the world’s best programme management to achieve this. Kota
Harinarayana, revered as the father of Tejas project, wants a strong team closely working with the Tejas
Squadron.
Moving ahead, unity is the key for the Tejas project. Jointness is a word often used among Services these days.
Time HAL-ADA-IAF and other stakeholders gave ‘jointness’ a new meaning. Tejas is late. But it is light and
lethal. And, it has arrived! (The writer is a Bengaluru-based indep-endent aerospace journalist and author)
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